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Secondary / Primary

• Primary species are present in sources (CNO, 
Fe). Produced by stellar nucleosynthesis. 
Acceleration in SN shocks (≥104 yr).

• Secondary species are absent of sources 
(LiBeB, SubFe). Produced during propagation 
of primaries.

>> Galaxy size!

In order to reproduce the measured 
abundances of stable nuclei, CRs 
should have traversed: ∼10 g/cm2 
material: 

L =
grammage
nISMmp

⇠ 104 kpc
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CRs propagate into the turbulent Galactic magnetic field!
The Larmor radius of a CR is:

for a magnetic field coherence length ~100 pc  ⇒  propagation is diffusive up to ~ 1016-1017 eV

you are here

1-10 kpc

Galactic Propagation

rL(E) =
E

ZeB
⇠ 1 pc
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The diffusion equation: 

Ginzburg & Syrovatsky, 1964
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CR Diffusion in the MW

Source term:
‣ assumed to trace the SNR in the Galaxy
‣ assumed the same power-law everywhere
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The diffusion equation: 

Ginzburg & Syrovatsky, 1964
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Spallation cross-section:
‣ appearance of nucleus i due to spallation of nucleus j 

CR Diffusion in the MW
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The diffusion equation: 

Ginzburg & Syrovatsky, 1964
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Spallation cross-section:
‣ appearance of nucleus i due to spallation of nucleus j 
‣ total inelastic cross-section: disappearance of nucleus i

CR Diffusion in the MW
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The diffusion equation: 

Ginzburg & Syrovatsky, 1964
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CR Diffusion in the MW

Diffusion tensor:
‣ D(E) = D

0

(r/r
0

)d
exp(z/zt)
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The diffusion equation: 

Ginzburg & Syrovatsky, 1964
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CR Diffusion in the MW

Energy losses:
‣ ionization, Coulomb, synchrotron
‣ adiabatic convection
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The diffusion equation: 

Ginzburg & Syrovatsky, 1964
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Reacceleration:
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The ISM turbulence
S. Chandrasekhar, ApJ (1949)

1

• turbulence type:

HD vs MHD

• assuming constant energy flow (!) between eddies (of length k!1):

" = f(!, k) vs " = f(!, k · vk/vA)

• a simple dimensional analysis gives for the energy spectrum:

" " !2/3k!5/3 vs " " !1/2v1/2A k!3/2

• finally, di!usion coe"cient in QLT is given by:
(i.e. imposing the resonance condition rL = 1/k)

D = #2!5/3 = #1/3 vs D = #2!3/2 = #1/2

1

• turbulence type:

HD vs MHD

• assuming constant energy flow (!) between eddies (of length k!1):

" = f(!, k) vs " = f(!, k · vk/vA)

• a simple dimensional analysis gives for the energy spectrum:

" " !2/3k!5/3 vs " " !1/2v1/2A k!3/2

• finally, di!usion coe"cient in QLT is given by:
(i.e. imposing the resonance condition rL = 1/k)

D = #2!5/3 = #1/3 vs D = #2!3/2 = #1/2

“Kolmogorov” “Kraichnan”
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“Local” observables

Kolmogorov / Kraichnan ↵ ⇠ �p + �

⇠ E�↵⇠ E��

D0

CE, I.Cholis, D.Grasso, L.Maccione & P.Ullio, PRD, 2012, 1108.0664

vA
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Is it possible being not-local?

• we can measure the anisotropy:

• we can observe diffuse emissions:

� / rncr

�� /
Z

ncr · ngas dr

GALPROP Workshop Dec 5th 2011GALPROP Workshop Dec 5th 2011 DGE and The ISMDGE and The ISM 77

Recipe for Diffuse Emission ModelingRecipe for Diffuse Emission Modeling

● A distribution of CR sources and injection spectra

● Propagation of CRs

● Should conform to local observations of CRs

● Distribution of targets in the Galaxy

● Interstellar gas Gas 

ring

s

H I from LAB survey CO from CFA

Atomic (HI):
Most massive component with a large 
filling factor, z1/2 ~ 200 pc.

Molecular (H2):
The most dense component, very clumpy, 
z1/2 ~ 100 pc (derived from the CO!)

los
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Since CR sources are more abundant in 
the inner Galaxy, a dipole anisotropy is 
expected towards the Galactic center:You are here!

!!x =
3D(E)

c

!!xnCR(E,"r, t)

nCR
,

The anisotropy problem
Macro Collaboration, PRD, 2003; Super-Kamiokande Collaboration, PRD, 2007

JC
A

P
06(2007)003

Di!use neutrino and gamma-ray emissions of the galaxy above the TeV

Figure 1. The SNR radial distribution f(r, z = 0) is shown in arbitrary units
versus the distance from the GC. The distribution is such that, in cylindrical
symmetry, 2!

!
rf(r, z) dr dz represents the total SN rate in the whole galaxy.

The upper line (red, continuous) is that derived in [32], which we adopt here,
while the lower one (blue, dashed) is from [29]. They are both normalized to
unity at r = r! = 8.5 kpc.

2.2. Regular and random magnetic fields

The Milky Way, as well as other spiral galaxies, is known to be permeated by large-
scale, so called regular, magnetic fields. The orientation and strength of these fields is
measured mainly by means of Faraday rotation measurements (RMs) of polarized radio
sources. From these observations it is known that the regular field in the disc of the galaxy
is prevalently oriented along the disc plane and it seems to follow the galactic arms as
observed in other spiral galaxies. According to [40], its strength at the Sun position is
B0 ! Bdisc

reg (r!, 0) = 2.1 ± 0.3 µG while at smaller radii Bdisc
reg (r) = B0 exp{"(r " r!)/rB}

where rB = 8.5±4.7 kpc. A 1/r profile seems to give the worst fit of data. Unfortunately,
observations are not significant for r < 3 kpc. Most likely [40] the regular field in the
disc has a bi-symmetric structure (BSS) with a counterclockwise field in the spiral arms
and clockwise in the interarm regions. Concerning its vertical behaviour, it is generally
assumed that Bdisc

reg decreases exponentially for increasing values of |z| with a scale height
of a few hundred parsecs. There is increasing evidence that the field is symmetric for
z # "z (BSS-S) [41].

Superimposed on the regular field a random, or turbulent, component of the GMF is
known to be present. In the disc, this component is comparable to, or even larger than,
the regular one. Indeed, the locally observed rms value of the total field is about 6±2 µG,
which is two to four times larger than Breg(r!, 0). From polarimetric measurements of
stellar light and RMs of close pulsars it has been inferred that the GMF is chaotic on
all scales below Lmax $ 100 pc. The power spectrum of the GMF fluctuations is poorly
known. Observational data, obtained from RM of pairs of close pulsars, are compatible
with a Kolmogorov spectrum, i.e. B2(k) % k"5/3, though with a very large uncertainty
(see e.g. [42] and references therein).

Journal of Cosmology and Astroparticle Physics 06 (2007) 003 (stacks.iop.org/JCAP/2007/i=06/a=003) 6

δ = 0.5, vA = 15

δ = 0.33, vA = 30

muon detectors (e.g. SuperKamiokande)

a problem for low-reacceleration, 
Kraichnan type diffusion?
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Since CR sources are more abundant in 
the inner Galaxy, a dipole anisotropy is 
expected towards the Galactic center:You are here!

!!x =
3D(E)

c

!!xnCR(E,"r, t)

nCR
,

The anisotropy problem
P. Blasi and E. Amato, JCAP, 2012
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06(2007)003

Di!use neutrino and gamma-ray emissions of the galaxy above the TeV

Figure 1. The SNR radial distribution f(r, z = 0) is shown in arbitrary units
versus the distance from the GC. The distribution is such that, in cylindrical
symmetry, 2!

!
rf(r, z) dr dz represents the total SN rate in the whole galaxy.

The upper line (red, continuous) is that derived in [32], which we adopt here,
while the lower one (blue, dashed) is from [29]. They are both normalized to
unity at r = r! = 8.5 kpc.

2.2. Regular and random magnetic fields

The Milky Way, as well as other spiral galaxies, is known to be permeated by large-
scale, so called regular, magnetic fields. The orientation and strength of these fields is
measured mainly by means of Faraday rotation measurements (RMs) of polarized radio
sources. From these observations it is known that the regular field in the disc of the galaxy
is prevalently oriented along the disc plane and it seems to follow the galactic arms as
observed in other spiral galaxies. According to [40], its strength at the Sun position is
B0 ! Bdisc

reg (r!, 0) = 2.1 ± 0.3 µG while at smaller radii Bdisc
reg (r) = B0 exp{"(r " r!)/rB}

where rB = 8.5±4.7 kpc. A 1/r profile seems to give the worst fit of data. Unfortunately,
observations are not significant for r < 3 kpc. Most likely [40] the regular field in the
disc has a bi-symmetric structure (BSS) with a counterclockwise field in the spiral arms
and clockwise in the interarm regions. Concerning its vertical behaviour, it is generally
assumed that Bdisc

reg decreases exponentially for increasing values of |z| with a scale height
of a few hundred parsecs. There is increasing evidence that the field is symmetric for
z # "z (BSS-S) [41].

Superimposed on the regular field a random, or turbulent, component of the GMF is
known to be present. In the disc, this component is comparable to, or even larger than,
the regular one. Indeed, the locally observed rms value of the total field is about 6±2 µG,
which is two to four times larger than Breg(r!, 0). From polarimetric measurements of
stellar light and RMs of close pulsars it has been inferred that the GMF is chaotic on
all scales below Lmax $ 100 pc. The power spectrum of the GMF fluctuations is poorly
known. Observational data, obtained from RM of pairs of close pulsars, are compatible
with a Kolmogorov spectrum, i.e. B2(k) % k"5/3, though with a very large uncertainty
(see e.g. [42] and references therein).

Journal of Cosmology and Astroparticle Physics 06 (2007) 003 (stacks.iop.org/JCAP/2007/i=06/a=003) 6

taking fluctuations into account!
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Lorimer (2004), based on pulsar cat.

fitted to EGRET data

 Strong & Mattox, A&A, 1996; Strong et al., ApJ, 2000

• CR distribution inferred from gamma-ray data (method goes back to SAS-2/COS-B era) 
    is flatter than that computed assuming the observed SNR (source) profile.

The gradient problem
Case & Bhattacharya (1996)

fitted to EGRET data
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The gradient problem in the FERMI era

• The extremely accurate gamma ray maps that Fermi is providing are useful to 
trace the CR distribution throughout all the Galaxy!
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The gradient problem in the FERMI era
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FERMI detected more γ’s than a prediction based on SNR distribution and standard CR halo: 

more CR sources, more “dark gas” or larger CR halo?

/p
ro

to
n
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A new approach
• there are some regions in the inner Galaxy where a much higher density of CR 

sources – and hence turbulence –  is present.

• According to both quasi-linear theory and  numerical simulations:
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Figure 3. Parallel and perpendicular di!usion coe"cients as a function of energy for
three levels of turbulence. The upper three lines are the parallel di!usion coe"cients,
while the bottom three represent the perpendicular one. The level of turbulence,
!B/B0 is given by the numbers attached to the lines.

Parallel diffusion coefficient 
decreases with increasing 
turbulence

Perpendicular diffusion increases 
with increasing turbulence

D. De Marco, P. Blasi & S. Todor, JCAP, 2007 
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A new approach

• How do the diffusion coefficient depends on turbulence? 
If the turbulent field is very low:

• In the inner galaxy, where turbulence is high, the parallel and perp. diffusion 
are similar values and the perpendicular escape is the dominant one:

If the turbulent component is comparable to the regular field:

T!

T"
!

!

Rarm

H

"2 D"

D!
! 4" 102

!

H

4 kpc

"#2 D"

D!
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How to solve the gradient problem

• In the regions where CR sources are more abundant turbulence is higher then 
perpendicular escape is faster, more CR are removed.

equation with the DRAGON numerical diffusion code [24],
which, differently from other numerical and semianalytical
programs, is designed to account for a spatially dependent
DC. The code is two dimensional (R, z) and assumes a
purely azimuthal (no arms) structure of the regular GMF.
Therefore, we can only model perpendicular diffusion and
the DC is treated as a (position dependent) scalar.
Nevertheless, as only the escape time is relevant to deter-
mine the CR density, we can account for parallel diffusion
along the spiral arms by using an effective DC: Deff!R" #
max$D?!R"; !H=Rarm"2Dk!R"%. We assume, therefore, the
phenomenological dependence D?!R" / Q!R"!, where
! * 0 is a free parameter to be fixed against the data
(simulations do not allow us to determine ! with sufficient
accuracy). According to QLT and numerical simulations,
we assume Dk to have an opposite dependence on the
turbulence strength; hence, Dk!R" / Q!R"&!. We remark
that parallel diffusion has almost no effect on the "-ray
angular distribution and the local CR anisotropy, as it
becomes relevant only in the most external regions of the
Galaxy, where the source density (hence turbulence injec-
tion) is very small. Its presence, however, naturally pre-
vents the escape time from taking unphysically large
values at large R. For the source radial distribution we
adopt Q!R" / !R=R'"1:9 exp!&5!R&R'

R'
"", based on pulsar

catalogues [25]. Using other, observationally determined,
distributions would not change our main results. Similarly
to [3,19], we assume a vertical profile Deff!R; z" #
Deff!R" exp!z=H". We also assume D / !v=c"&0:4 (v is
the particle velocity) to reproduce the low-energy B/C
data as shown in those papers. This does not affect the
results discussed here. We fix H # 4 kpc and for each
value of ! we set the D normalization to match the ob-
served B/C ratio and other light nuclei ratios. We fix the D
rigidity dependence # # 0:6 in the rest of our Letter. To
better highlight the effects of inhomogeneous diffusion we
consider here only PD propagation setups. Adding moder-
ate reacceleration and radially uniform convection does not
change significantly any of our results.

We find a good fit of the B/C ratio for all values of
! 2 $0; 1%. The best fit D normalization only mildly de-
pends on !. Also the computed antiproton and midlatitude
"-ray spectra match observations within errors. We then
calculate the "-ray emissivity from the CR spatial distri-
butions in our models. As is clear from Fig. 1, the model
! # 0 (uniform diffusion) does not reproduce the observed
emissivity profile. We obtain the simulated "-ray angular
distribution by performing a line-of-sight integration of the
product of the emissivity times the gas density. For con-
sistency we use the same gas distribution [26] and the same
catalogue sources [27] adopted by the Fermi-LAT collabo-
ration. We show in Fig. 2 the longitude profiles of Galactic
"-ray emission and the residuals of the models against data
for ! # 0 and ! # 0:85. The model ! # 0 is clearly too
steep compared to the data: it overshoots the data in the

Galactic center region while it undershoots observations by
several $ in the anticenter region. Increasing ! yields a
much smoother behavior of the emissivity as a function of
R (see [15] for the possible reasons why the emissivity in
the II and III quadrants do not agree entirely). A good
match of Fermi-LAT data is achieved for ! ’ $0:7–0:9%,
with ! # 0:85 providing an optimal fit and improving the
residual distribution.
Effect on the CR anisotropy.—The CR LSA component

in the radial direction is related to the CR gradient by

anisotropy # 3D?
c

!!!!!!!!
rrnCR
nCR

!!!!!!!!; (2)

FIG. 1 (color online). Integrated "-ray emissivity (number of
photons emitted per gas atom per unit time) constrained by
Fermi-LAT (orange region [15], gray region [14]) compared
with our predictions for ! # 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 (from top
to bottom).

FIG. 2 (color online). Predicted longitudinal profile of the
"-ray diffuse flux along the Galactic plane compared to
Fermi-LAT data [27], and residuals. Data are integrated over
the latitude interval jbj< 5( and in energy between 1104 and
1442 MeV. Solid line ! # 0:85, dashed line ! # 0.

PRL 108, 211102 (2012) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
25 MAY 2012

211102-3
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Results

Ackermann et al, ApJ 710 
(2010), II quadrant analysis

Ackermann et al, ApJ 726 
(2011), III quadrant analysis

τ = 0.0 (no radial dependence)

τ = 0.7

τ = 1.0

equation with the DRAGON numerical diffusion code [24],
which, differently from other numerical and semianalytical
programs, is designed to account for a spatially dependent
DC. The code is two dimensional (R, z) and assumes a
purely azimuthal (no arms) structure of the regular GMF.
Therefore, we can only model perpendicular diffusion and
the DC is treated as a (position dependent) scalar.
Nevertheless, as only the escape time is relevant to deter-
mine the CR density, we can account for parallel diffusion
along the spiral arms by using an effective DC: Deff!R" #
max$D?!R"; !H=Rarm"2Dk!R"%. We assume, therefore, the
phenomenological dependence D?!R" / Q!R"!, where
! * 0 is a free parameter to be fixed against the data
(simulations do not allow us to determine ! with sufficient
accuracy). According to QLT and numerical simulations,
we assume Dk to have an opposite dependence on the
turbulence strength; hence, Dk!R" / Q!R"&!. We remark
that parallel diffusion has almost no effect on the "-ray
angular distribution and the local CR anisotropy, as it
becomes relevant only in the most external regions of the
Galaxy, where the source density (hence turbulence injec-
tion) is very small. Its presence, however, naturally pre-
vents the escape time from taking unphysically large
values at large R. For the source radial distribution we
adopt Q!R" / !R=R'"1:9 exp!&5!R&R'

R'
"", based on pulsar

catalogues [25]. Using other, observationally determined,
distributions would not change our main results. Similarly
to [3,19], we assume a vertical profile Deff!R; z" #
Deff!R" exp!z=H". We also assume D / !v=c"&0:4 (v is
the particle velocity) to reproduce the low-energy B/C
data as shown in those papers. This does not affect the
results discussed here. We fix H # 4 kpc and for each
value of ! we set the D normalization to match the ob-
served B/C ratio and other light nuclei ratios. We fix the D
rigidity dependence # # 0:6 in the rest of our Letter. To
better highlight the effects of inhomogeneous diffusion we
consider here only PD propagation setups. Adding moder-
ate reacceleration and radially uniform convection does not
change significantly any of our results.

We find a good fit of the B/C ratio for all values of
! 2 $0; 1%. The best fit D normalization only mildly de-
pends on !. Also the computed antiproton and midlatitude
"-ray spectra match observations within errors. We then
calculate the "-ray emissivity from the CR spatial distri-
butions in our models. As is clear from Fig. 1, the model
! # 0 (uniform diffusion) does not reproduce the observed
emissivity profile. We obtain the simulated "-ray angular
distribution by performing a line-of-sight integration of the
product of the emissivity times the gas density. For con-
sistency we use the same gas distribution [26] and the same
catalogue sources [27] adopted by the Fermi-LAT collabo-
ration. We show in Fig. 2 the longitude profiles of Galactic
"-ray emission and the residuals of the models against data
for ! # 0 and ! # 0:85. The model ! # 0 is clearly too
steep compared to the data: it overshoots the data in the

Galactic center region while it undershoots observations by
several $ in the anticenter region. Increasing ! yields a
much smoother behavior of the emissivity as a function of
R (see [15] for the possible reasons why the emissivity in
the II and III quadrants do not agree entirely). A good
match of Fermi-LAT data is achieved for ! ’ $0:7–0:9%,
with ! # 0:85 providing an optimal fit and improving the
residual distribution.
Effect on the CR anisotropy.—The CR LSA component

in the radial direction is related to the CR gradient by

anisotropy # 3D?
c

!!!!!!!!
rrnCR
nCR

!!!!!!!!; (2)

FIG. 1 (color online). Integrated "-ray emissivity (number of
photons emitted per gas atom per unit time) constrained by
Fermi-LAT (orange region [15], gray region [14]) compared
with our predictions for ! # 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 (from top
to bottom).

FIG. 2 (color online). Predicted longitudinal profile of the
"-ray diffuse flux along the Galactic plane compared to
Fermi-LAT data [27], and residuals. Data are integrated over
the latitude interval jbj< 5( and in energy between 1104 and
1442 MeV. Solid line ! # 0:85, dashed line ! # 0.

PRL 108, 211102 (2012) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
25 MAY 2012

211102-3

CE, D. Gaggero, D. Grasso & L. Maccione, PRL, 2012
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Results

τ = 0.85
τ = 0

CE, D. Gaggero, D. Grasso & L. Maccione, PRL, 2012
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Anisotropy prediction

δ = 0.6
τ = 0

δ = 0.6
τ = 0.85

CE, D. Gaggero, D. Grasso & L. Maccione, PRL, 2012
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Large Scale Anisotropy with IceCube / IceTop

topology changes  
between 20 - 400 TeV 

amplitude increases  
with energy 

Large Scale Anisotropy with IceCube / IceTop 

        IceCube 
muon bundles > 1 TeV 
 

        IceTop 
CR showers > 100 TeV 
 

anisotropy is not dipole 

IceCube,%ApJ%746,%33%(2012)%

IceCube,%ApJ%765,%55%(2013)%
20 TeV 

2 PeV 

400 TeV 

10 PeV 

topology changes  
between 20 - 400 TeV 

amplitude increases  
with energy 

Large Scale Anisotropy with IceCube / IceTop 

        IceCube 
muon bundles > 1 TeV 
 

        IceTop 
CR showers > 100 TeV 
 

anisotropy is not dipole 

IceCube,%ApJ%746,%33%(2012)%

IceCube,%ApJ%765,%55%(2013)%
20 TeV 

2 PeV 

400 TeV 

10 PeV 
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Is it possible to move further from QLT?

• particle’s pitch angle follows the variation of the 
turbulent magnetic field due to conservation of 
the adiabatic invariant:

• resonance function has a Gaussian broadening:

• damping mechanisms make diffusion 
environment-dependent:

H. Yan & A. Lazarian, ApJ, 2008

3

Table 1
References for the experimental data used in this work.

Name of the experiment Type Data Years of data taking Reference
ATIC balloon proton flux 2002-2003 Panov et al. 2009

CREAM-II balloon proton flux 2005-2006 Ahn et al. 2010
PAMELA satellite proton flux 2006-2008 Adriani et al. 2011
AMS-02 satellite proton flux 2013 ICRC 2013 contribution: 1265
HEAO-3 satellite B/C 1979-1980 Engelmann et al. 1990
CREAM-I balloon B/C 2004-2005 Ahn et al. 2008

CRN satellite B/C 1985 Swordy et al. 1990
PAMELA satellite B/C 2006-2008 ICRC 2013 contribution: 0538
AMS-02 satellite B/C 2013 ICRC 2013 contribution: 1266

ory (Malkov & O’C Drury 2001; Caprioli et al. 2008). It
is straightforward to see from equation 1 (neglecting en-
ergy losses and nuclear interactions) that the nuclei spec-
tra observed at Earth after propagation have to be a
single power-law, in particular ! E!!!", for energies
" 1 GeV/nucleon. This result is at the odds with re-
cent measurements by PAMELA experiment that shown
for the proton and helium spectra a change of slope at
# 230 GV, e.g., for protons, from ! E!2.85 for E <
230 GeV to # E!2.67 for E > 230 GeV (Adriani et al.
2011). A change in the proton slope at high-energy
is consistent also with high-accuracy ballon measure-
ments (ATIC-2 and CREAM) at energies from # 10 to
# 105 GeV.
More recently, AMS-02 collaboration reported accu-

rate measurements of the proton flux up to 1.8 TeV. In
the high energy region above 100 GeV probed by this ex-
periment the spectrum is consistent with a single power
law spectrum and shows no fine structure nor break, lead-
ing to the conclusion that the hardening required to rec-
oncile ATIC and CREAM data must be at higher ener-
gies (see Fig. 1).
Among the proposed explanations, a high-energy break

in primary CR fluxes can be easily reproduced with a
change in the di!usion coe"cient single power-law be-
havior. A more natural observable that can be used to
confirm such scenario is any secondary over primary ra-
tio, as for example anti-proton over proton ratio or B/C.
As shown in Evoli et al. (2012), those ratios are indepen-
dent of source properties and at high-energies depends
almost only on di!usion properties.
However, before AMS-02 data it was not possible to

perform this analysis, since the data available at that
time lay in a range of lower energies.
In order to investigate the presence of a break in di!u-

sion from the B/C data, we first assume that the di!usion
coe"cient can be approximated as a single power-law
D ! E" for energies > 5 GeV/n. A second possibility is
that di!usion coe"cient changes its slope above a specific
rigidity (230 GV) where becomes D ! E"H .
In Fig. 2 we show the best-fit obtained for the two dif-

ferent cases by solving the di!usion equation in 1 for a
minimum energy of ># 5 GeV (a motivation for this min-
imum energy can be found in Evoli et al. 2008). When
a single power-law for the di!usion equation is assumed
a value of ! = 0.44 is obtained, while in presence of the
break, the slope changes from ! = 0.46 to !H = 0.17.
The second case is fitted with a slightly better reduced
chi-square, however not statistically relevant to confirm

the presence of a break in the di!usion coe"cient.
In the following we show how our model can easily

account for a high-energy break in di!usion, even if more
data are required to clarify the emerging picture.

3. NLT DIFFUSION IN TESTED MODEL OF TURBULENCE

Self-consistent picture of galactic CRs propagation can
be achieved on the basis of a theory with solid theoretical
foundations and numerically tested. Interstellar turbu-
lence is usually considered injected at spatial scales of the
order of # 1020 $ 1021 cm, as a result of supernova ex-
plosions. The following turbulence cascade transfers the
turbulent energy to smaller spatial scales through cas-
cade. On small scales, the compressible MHD turbulence
can be decomposed into Alfvénic, slow and fast mag-
netosonic modes (Cho & Lazarian 2002). Among them,
the GS95 scaling applies to the Alfvénic and slow mag-
netosonic modes (Lithwick & Goldreich 2001; Cho et al.
2002). In that case, the turbulent energy is preferentially
cascaded in the direction perpendicularly to the magnetic
field, and this leads to strong suppression of relativis-
tic particle scattering. Conversely, the cascade of fast
magnetosonic modes is isotropic with the Iroshniokov-
Kraichnan (IK, IF ! k!7/2) scaling (Cho et al. 2002;
Cho & Lazarian 2003), and fast modes were shown to
have the dominant contribution to the scattering of CRs
in the ISM (Yan & Lazarian 2002, 2004, 2008).
To calculate NLT di!usion in the di!erent environ-

ments of the ISM and to address the problem of per-
pendicular transport we refer to the results obtained
in Yan & Lazarian (2008). We recap here the main as-
sumptions and their results.
In contrast to QLT in which unperturbed orbit of the

scattered particles are assumed, NLT accounts for the
gradual variation of the particle pitch angle (µ) with the
magnetic field (B) in compressible turbulence due to the
first adiabatic invariant, leading to a Gaussian broaden-
ing of the resonance function:

RNLT
n (k"v"$"±n#) =

%
#

k"$v"
exp

!

$
(k"vµ$ " ± n#)2

k2"$v2"

"

(3)
where # and " are the Larmor frequency and the wave
frequency of the CRs, respectively, $v" is the average
uncertainty of the particle parallel speed caused by the
magnetic perturbations !B" and can be approximated as
$v"/v# # &!B2

"'/B
2
0 .

The corresponding pitch angle di!usion can then be
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Figure 3. Di!usion coe"cient as function of rigidity in di!erent phases of the ISM: disk (left) and halo (right) for di!erent values of MA.

calculated from:

Dµµ =
!2(1 ! µ2)

B2
0

!

d3k RNLT
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"
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J "2
n (w)IF (k)
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(4)
where w " k#v#/! and Jn represents the Bessel func-

tion and we neglect the contribution from Alfvénic modes
because of their anisotropy as discussed above.
Unlike Alfvénic turbulence, magnetosonic modes are

subjected to various damping processes that could halt
the cascade. Scattering by fast modes is, therefore, influ-
enced by the medium properties, which determines the
damping. We consider here two di"erent regions in the
Galaxy: the halo in which collisionless damping is domi-
nant and the disk in which viscous damping is in addition
taken into account. The cuto" scale kc due to damping
can be obtained by equating the cascading rate of fast
modes with the relevant damping rate. In case of colli-
sionless damping:

kcL =
4M4

A!"
2

#$(1! "2)2
exp

$

2

$!"2

%

(5)

where MA # %B/B is the Alfvénic Mach number, ! "
mp/me is the ratio between proton and electron mass,
$ " Pgas/Pmag is the ratio between thermal and mag-
netic pressure in the ISM. Note that the scale kc depends
on the wave pitch angle ", which makes the damping
anisotropic. In the disk the Coulomb collisional mean
free path is lmfp # 6 $ 1012 cm and $ # 0.1, and the
viscous damping cut-o" scale can be evaluated as:

kcL = xc(1! "2)$2/3 (6)

where xc " (6&Rm/vA)
2/3 is a combination of the fol-

lowing parameters: the Alfvén velocity vA, the magnetic
Reynold’s number Rm, the medium density &. For values

of these parameters typical of the warm ionized compo-
nent (WIM) of the ISM, e.g. in Ferriere (2001), xc is of
the order of 106.
Equation 4 can be specified for gyro-resonance (DG

µµ,
corresponding to n %= 0) and TTD (DT

µµ for n = 0).
Transit-time damping (TTD) arises from Landau type
interactions of particles with the compressive component
of magnetic fluctuations (i.e., the component parallel to
the mean magnetic field B0).
Finally, we can compute the spatial di"usion coe#cient

by means of the following expression:

D #
1

3
'||v =

1

8

! 1

$1
dµ

v(1 ! µ2)2

DG
µµ +DT

µµ
(7)

In Fig. 3 we show the di"usion coe#cient as func-
tion of the particle rigidity (rL is the particle Larmor
radius) for di"erent values of the level of turbulence ex-
pressed by MA. In the disk-like environment, for very
turbulent medium MA > 1, di"usion coe#cient exhibits
di"erent behaviors above and below the critical rigidity
rL/L # 10$6 (which corresponds to a kinetic energy per
nucleon of # 1 GeV assuming B # 1µG and L = 10 pc)
and a dependence D # E0.5 above the break, as required
to explain the observed high-energy B/C ratio. The ob-
served energy dependence is mainly due to the di"erent
behavior with energy of the damping scales as first pro-
posed in Yan & Lazarian (2002). Di"usion in the halo
is a monotonic increasing function of the energy, given
by the fact that collisionless damping is always domi-
nant. Depending on the turbulence level the di"usion
coe#cient can be approximated as # E0.3$0.4 at higher
energies.
In general, larger magnetic turbulence corresponds to

more e#cient di"usion through the collisionless damping
scale. In Evoli et al. (2012), a similar trend has been
proposed to account for the mismatching between the
inferred CR source distribution from the galaxy di"use

path for CRs. With the resonance broadening, however, we ex-
pect that a wider range of pitch angles can be scattered through
TTD, including 90!.

The basic assumption of the QLT is that particles follow unper-
turbed orbits. In reality, the particle’s pitch angle varies gradually
with the variation of themagnetic field due to conservation of the
adiabatic invariant v2?/B, where B is the total strength of the
magnetic field (see Landau & Lifshitz 1975). SinceB is varying
in the turbulent field, so is the projection of the particle speed v?
and vk. This results in broadening of the resonance. Indeed, the
average uncertainty of the parallel speed !vk is given by (see
Völk 1975)

!vk
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The variation of the velocity is mainly caused by the magnetic
perturbation !Bk in the parallel direction. This is true even for the
incompressible turbulence we discuss in this section. For the in-
compressible turbulence, the parallel perturbation arises from the
pseudo-Alfvén modes. The perpendicular perturbation !B? is a
higher order effect, which we neglect in this paper.

The propagation of a CR can be described as a combination of
amotion of its guiding center and the CR’smotion about its guid-
ing center. Because of the dispersion of the pitch angle !" and
therefore of the parallel speed !vk, the guiding center is per-
turbed about the mean position zh i " v" t as they move along
the field lines. As a result, the perturbation !B(x; t) that the CRs
view when moving along the field gets a different time depen-
dence. The characteristic phase function eikkz(t) of the perturba-
tion !B(x; t) deviates from that for plane waves. Assuming the
guiding center has a Gaussian distribution along the field line,
one obtains

f (z) " 1######
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p
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z : %2&

Integrating over z, one gets
Z 1
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From equation (1), we obtain
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Perturbation !Bk exists owing to the pseudo-Alfvén modes in
the incompressible turbulence. Inserting equation (3) into the ex-
pression for D"" (see Völk 1975; Paper I ), we obtain
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where " and " are the Larmor frequency and pitch-angle cosine
of the CRs, respectively, Jn represents the Bessel function, w "
k?v? /" " k?LR(1# "2)1=2, whereR " v/("l ) is the dimension-
less rigidity of the CRs and L is the injection scale of the tur-
bulence, k? and kk are the components of the wavevector k
perpendicular and parallel to the mean magnetic field, respec-
tively, ! is the wave frequency, IA(k) is the energy spectrum of
the Alfvén modes, and IM (k) represents the energy spectrum of
magnetosonic modes, which in our case at hand are the pseudo-
Alfvén modes. In QLT, the resonance function Rn " #!(kkvk#
!' n"). Now due to the perturbation of the orbit, it should
be
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where MA " !V /vA " !B/B0 is the Alfvénic Mach number and
vA is the Alfvén speed. We stress that equations (5) and (6) are
generic and applicable to both the incompressible and compres-
sible mediums.
For gyroresonance (n " '1; 2; : : :), apparently the result is

similar to that from QLT for "3!" " !vk /v. In this limit,
equation (6) represents a sharp resonance and becomes equiva-
lent to a !-function when put into equation (5). In general, the
result is different from that of QLT, especially at % ! 90!, the
resonance peak happens at kk; res ( "/!v in contrast to the QLT
result kk; res ( "/vk ! 1.5

On the other hand, the dispersion of vk means that CRs with a
much wider range of pitch angles can be scattered by the pseudo-
Alfvén modes through TTD (n " 0), which is marginally affected
by the anisotropy and much more efficient than the gyroresonance.
Below we consider both the cases for scattering in strong and
weak turbulence.
The nonlinear approach we use here is based on particle trap-

ping by large-scale magnetic perturbations (Völk 1973, 1975).
The difference is that we have a Gaussian profile (eq. [6]) reso-
nance and he adopted a Heaviside step function. Formally, our
approach also has a similarity to the second-order QLT that Shalchi
(2005a) proposed for slab modes, although his approach is based
on a different set of approximations.

2.2. Strong MHD Turbulence

In strongMHD turbulence, we assume that the Alfvén and the
pseudo-Alfvén modes follow the scaling obtained in Cho et al.
(2002), which is consistent with the GS95 model,

IA(k) " IS(k) " L#1=3M
4=3
A

6#
exp #

L1=3 kk
(( ((

M
4=3
A k

2=3
?

 !
: %7&

5 We show below that, due to the anisotropy, the scattering coefficient D"" is
still very small if the Alfvén and the pseudo-Alfvén modes are concerned.
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Figure 3. Di!usion coe"cient as function of rigidity in di!erent phases of the ISM: disk (left) and halo (right) for di!erent values of MA.
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where w " k#v#/! and Jn represents the Bessel func-

tion and we neglect the contribution from Alfvénic modes
because of their anisotropy as discussed above.
Unlike Alfvénic turbulence, magnetosonic modes are

subjected to various damping processes that could halt
the cascade. Scattering by fast modes is, therefore, influ-
enced by the medium properties, which determines the
damping. We consider here two di"erent regions in the
Galaxy: the halo in which collisionless damping is domi-
nant and the disk in which viscous damping is in addition
taken into account. The cuto" scale kc due to damping
can be obtained by equating the cascading rate of fast
modes with the relevant damping rate. In case of colli-
sionless damping:
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where MA # %B/B is the Alfvénic Mach number, ! "
mp/me is the ratio between proton and electron mass,
$ " Pgas/Pmag is the ratio between thermal and mag-
netic pressure in the ISM. Note that the scale kc depends
on the wave pitch angle ", which makes the damping
anisotropic. In the disk the Coulomb collisional mean
free path is lmfp # 6 $ 1012 cm and $ # 0.1, and the
viscous damping cut-o" scale can be evaluated as:

kcL = xc(1! "2)$2/3 (6)

where xc " (6&Rm/vA)
2/3 is a combination of the fol-

lowing parameters: the Alfvén velocity vA, the magnetic
Reynold’s number Rm, the medium density &. For values

of these parameters typical of the warm ionized compo-
nent (WIM) of the ISM, e.g. in Ferriere (2001), xc is of
the order of 106.
Equation 4 can be specified for gyro-resonance (DG

µµ,
corresponding to n %= 0) and TTD (DT

µµ for n = 0).
Transit-time damping (TTD) arises from Landau type
interactions of particles with the compressive component
of magnetic fluctuations (i.e., the component parallel to
the mean magnetic field B0).
Finally, we can compute the spatial di"usion coe#cient

by means of the following expression:
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In Fig. 3 we show the di"usion coe#cient as func-
tion of the particle rigidity (rL is the particle Larmor
radius) for di"erent values of the level of turbulence ex-
pressed by MA. In the disk-like environment, for very
turbulent medium MA > 1, di"usion coe#cient exhibits
di"erent behaviors above and below the critical rigidity
rL/L # 10$6 (which corresponds to a kinetic energy per
nucleon of # 1 GeV assuming B # 1µG and L = 10 pc)
and a dependence D # E0.5 above the break, as required
to explain the observed high-energy B/C ratio. The ob-
served energy dependence is mainly due to the di"erent
behavior with energy of the damping scales as first pro-
posed in Yan & Lazarian (2002). Di"usion in the halo
is a monotonic increasing function of the energy, given
by the fact that collisionless damping is always domi-
nant. Depending on the turbulence level the di"usion
coe#cient can be approximated as # E0.3$0.4 at higher
energies.
In general, larger magnetic turbulence corresponds to

more e#cient di"usion through the collisionless damping
scale. In Evoli et al. (2012), a similar trend has been
proposed to account for the mismatching between the
inferred CR source distribution from the galaxy di"use

halo  = collisionless damping 
disk += viscous damping 
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Figure 4. Comparison of our model with MA = 2 for the disk and
MA = 1 in the halo and modulated with a 100 GV potential against
B/C data. See Table 1 for a reference list of the experimental data.

maps and the SNR observed distributions.
We implement the di!usion coe"cients derived for

the di!erent galactic environments in the DRAGON
code (Evoli et al. 2008) to evaluate CR propagation on
a galactic scale. The numerical code solves equation 1
in the steady-state limit defined as !N/!t ! 0, taking
into account accurate description of CR source and gas
density distributions. In particular, the latter is relevant
for secondary production. DRAGON assumes a di!usion
zone with cylindrical symmetry, within which CRs di!use
and beyond which they escape, with radius of R = 20 kpc
and scale height of L = 4 kpc. We assume CRs propa-
gate in the disk unless their mean displacement ("

#
D" )

exceed the scale height of the warm ionized ISM compo-
nent (h " 1 kpc, Cordes et al. 1991), in which case we
assume halo di!usion. This condition defines the criti-
cal rigidity at which the transition between propagation
in the disk and in the halo takes place. Given the typ-
ical value of the di!usion coe"cient found from the fit
to cosmic-ray data is D " 3 $ 1028 cm2 s!1 at energy
" 1 GeV/nucleon and " " 107 yr, it is easy to derive
that the critical rigidity has to be O(100) GV.
In Fig. 4 CR spectra obtained in our model, assuming

MA,disk = 2 and MA,halo = 1, are plotted against the
B/C ratio. In order to account for solar modulation,
we assume the force-field approximation with a small
potential (100 MV) that can safely reproduce a more
realistic charge-dependent model, as the one presented
in Maccione (2013). Noticeably, the " 1 GeV break
in the B/C can be reproduced without introducing re-
acceleration in the propagation model. According to our
scenario, the spectral break observed in high-energy CR
data is an e!ect of the change in the turbulence proper-
ties of the ISM as seen by CRs of di!erent energies.
A di!erent explanation for the break has been recently

proposed by Blasi et al. (2012) and Aloisio & Blasi

(2013). According to their findings, the spectral break
stands for the transition from a regime where the scatter-
ing centers are self-generated by waves generated due to
streaming instability to a regime where the instability is
damped and particles di!use in the external Kolmogorov
turbulence that cascades from larger spatial scales.
Indeed the slope change could be due to the di!erence

in the di!usion processes. But the break does not arise
from ion-neutral damping or nonlinear Landau damping
as they discussed, but rather the suppression of stream-
ing instability by background turbulence as first pre-
dicted in Yan & Lazarian (2002), and confirmed by later
studies including ?Yan & Lazarian (2004); ?.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Di!usion models based on a simplified treatment of CR
interactions with the environment are not adequate to
make prediction in the light of the available/upcoming
data. From the theoretical point of view, it has been
clear that CR propagation in realistic astrophysical tur-
bulence should be revisited in accordance with the re-
cent advance of the understanding of MHD turbulence.
Based on the test models of turbulence, a series of works
carried out by Yan & Lazarian (2002, 2004, 2008) have
demonstrated that CR di!usion is di!erent from earlier
pictures, resulting in a paradigm shift of CR transport
theory. In this work we present for the first time a sce-
nario in which galactic CR propagation is modeled ac-
cording to the NLT developed by Yan & Lazarian (2008)
on the basis of tested model of turbulence.
We can summarize our results as following:

1. We show that di!usion coe"cient can exhibit the
scaling with energy compatible with observations
if we adopt tested models of turbulence in which
fast modes dominate the scattering of CRs. Ac-
cordingly, the dependence of the spatial di!usion
coe"cient with energy naturally occurs due to the
dependence of damping on the local environments.

2. We show that the peak at " 1 GeV/n of
the B/C ratio can be reproduced without
adding re-acceleration. We aim to further
test this scenario by comparing our predic-
tions with the interstellar spectra inferred
by accurate di!use synchrotron and gamma
molecular clouds observations.

3. The change of di!usion properties at high energies
can be related to the di!erent behavior of di!usion
in the galactic plane with respect to the halo de-
termined by local ISM properties. Note that a sim-
ilar explanation has been provided by Tomassetti
(2012) even if based on a pure phenomenological
approach.

The results presented in this work can be easily
extended to study not-local observables, e.g., di!use
gamma and synchrotron emission, in a global model
in which di!usion properties are di!erent in the dif-
ferent galactic environments. Our model allows also
to distinguish between perpendicular and parallel dif-
fusion, and it will be of extreme interest to test the
impact of anisotropic di!usion in a three-dimensional

halo  = collisionless damping 
disk += viscous damping 
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Conclusions I

• A position-dependent perpendicular diffusion coefficient that traces regions of 
the Galaxy where turbulence is higher offers a natural explanation of not-local 
CR observations. 

• Upcoming (PLANCK, LOFAR...) synchrotron data can further support this 
scenario. 

• Future diffusion codes should take into account the complexity of the Galaxy, 
and allow full 3D simulations, anisotropic diffusion, and realistic distributions 
of sources, gas, magnetic fields, especially in the local environments. 
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‣solve the diffusion equation on a 3D (r,z,E) grid (now also 4D!)

‣ realistic distributions for sources and ISM

‣different models for fragmentation cross sections

‣position dependent, anisotropic diffusion

‣ independent injection spectra for each nuclear species

‣speed and memory high-performances (full C++)

‣public: http://dragon.hepforge.org

see Daniele’s talk!
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Why should I care about it?
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Playing with anti-protons from DM 
CE, I.Cholis, D.Grasso, L.Maccione & P.Ullio, PRD, 2012, 1108.0664

where vA is the Alfvén velocity. Here we assume that
diffusive reacceleration takes place in the entire diffusive
halo.

For the CRs generated by standard astrophysical
sources, Qi!p; r; z" will describe the distribution and injec-
tion spectrum of SNRs, which we parametrize as

Qi!Ek; r; z" # fS!r; z"q0;i
!
!!Ek"
!0

"$"i

; (19)

In this paper we assume the same source spectral index
"i # " for all nuclear species unless differently stated. We
require the source spatial distribution fS!r; z" to trace that
of Galactic supernova remnants inferred from pulsars and
stellar catalogues as given in [78]. We checked that other
distributions, among those usually adopted in the literature,
do not affect significantly our results. For the case of DM
annihilations, the source is given above in Eq. (8) where
the antiproton yield per annihilation dN !p=dE is obtained
interfacing the numerical codewith the DARKSUSY package
[79], in turn linking to simulations with the PYTHIA

Monte Carlo, except for the heavy WIMPs models for
which tables provided by [45] are used instead.

Secondary antiprotons are generated in the interaction of
primary CRs with the interstellar gas. The ISM gas is
composed mainly by molecular, atomic and ionized hydro-
gen (respectively, H2, HI and HII). Here we adopt the same
distributions as in [25,80]. Following [81] we take the
He/H numerical fraction in the ISM to be 0.11. We have
tested that different models for the gas distribution
(i.e., [82,83]) affects marginally the fitted model para-
meters and hence the predicted antiproton spectra.

The diffusion equation offers just an effective descrip-
tion of the CR transport in the Galaxy. The main parame-
ters determining the propagated distribution and spectrum
of CR nuclei are the normalization of the diffusion coeffi-
cient D0, its vertical scale zt and its rigidity slope #, the
Alfvén velocity vA and the convection velocity vc!R; z".
Presently available observations of secondary/primary ra-
tios, like the B=C, or unstable/stable ratios, like 10Be=9Be
allow to determine such parameters only up to large un-
certainties (see [9] for a reference list of the experimental
data). Moreover, secondary-to-primary ratios are sensitive
only to the ratioD0=zt, while unstable-to-stable ratios, that

are somewhat more sensitive to D0 and zt separately and
can therefore break the degeneracy, suffer from large ex-
perimental uncertainties. Therefore, the half-height of the
diffusion region zt is poorly constrained by CR nuclei
observations. Radio and "-ray observations are more sen-
sitive to zt and seem to disfavor small values zt & 1 kpc
(see e.g., the recent works [84,85]). To place an upper
bound on zt requires instead more careful analyses.
However, the parameter zt might affect significantly the
flux expected from DM sources, as they are also distributed
in the galactic halo. Also the antiproton fraction reaching
the Earth from the galactic center region depends strongly
on zt. For this reasons, we consider 5 different reference
models, encompassing a range of possible propagation re-
gimes, which we summarize in Table II: Models KRA, THN
and THK assume Kraichnan type turbulence (# # 0:5) but
differ in the adopted height of the diffusion zone in order to
probe the effect of varying this parameter on the !p flux;
the KOL model assumes instead Kolmogorov turbulence
(# # 0:33); the CON model considers convective effects.
All these models are chosen in such a way as to minimize
the combined $2 against B=C and the proton spectrum data
under the requirement to get $2 < 1 for each of those
channels. An accurate modeling of proton data is crucial
since protons are the main primaries of secondary antipro-
tons. For the first time in the context of secondary antiproton
computations, the proton spectrum is fitted against the
high precision data recently released by the PAMELA
Collaboration [86]. We also checked that the 4He spectrum
measured by the same experiment is reproduced by each of
those models. The fits are performed minimizing the $2 in
the multidimensional parameter space defined byD0, %, the
Alfvén velocity vA, the proton and nuclei spectral indices
"i, the solar modulation potentials ". For some models a
spectral break has to be introduced in the source proton
spectrum in order to achieve an acceptable fit ($2

p < 1) of
proton data (see below). For those models the spectral
indexes below/above the break and the break rigidity are
also fitted.
The propagation equation is solved with the public

available DRAGON code [25], implementing a numerical
solution which assumes cylindrical symmetry and a sta-
tionary state. In Fig. 2 spectra for our selected sample of

TABLE II. We report here the main parameters of the reference CR propagation models used in this work. The KOL and CON
models have a break in rigidity of the nuclei source spectra " at respectively, 11 GVand 9 GV. The modulation potential" refers to the
fit of proton PAMELA data only.

Model zt (kpc) # D0!1028 cm2=s" % vA !km=s" "
dvc=dz

!km=s=kpc" $2
B=C $2

p " (GV) $2
!p

Color
in Figs.

KRA 4 0.50 2.64 $0:39 14.2 2.35 0 0.6 0.47 0.67 0.59 Red
KOL 4 0.33 4.46 1. 36. 1:78=2:45 0 0.4 0.3 0.36 1.84 Blue
THN 0.5 0.50 0.31 $0:27 11.6 2.35 0 0.7 0.46 0.70 0.73 Green
THK 10 0.50 4.75 $0:15 14.1 2.35 0 0.7 0.55 0.69 0.62 Orange
CON 4 0.6 0.97 1. 38.1 1:62=2:35 50 0.4 0.53 0.21 1.32 Gray
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It’s all about locality!

1 GeV 10 GeV 100 GeV solid: primary protons
dotted: anti-protons

solid: cusped profile
dotted: cored profile

CE, I.Cholis, D.Grasso, L.Maccione & P.Ullio, PRD, 2012, 1108.0664
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Unavoidable uncertainties?
CE, I.Cholis, D.Grasso, L.Maccione & P.Ullio, PRD, 2012, 1108.0664

multiwave/messenger is the solution!

wind/diffusion
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Conclusions II

• If your CR source is the “galactic-center” do not trust too much “global 
models” that are “locally” tuned...

• ...or at least “put a warning” about uncertainties due to not-locality.

• A lot of work is still ahead for understanding ISM propagation before to be 
robust in DM searches with charged particles!
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